Aperi Community Call

February 28, 2008
Aperi 2008 Roadmap update
Aperi Roadmap modification process

1. Announce/Kickoff roadmap update and gather input at a Community meeting.
2. Post announcement to mailing lists.
3. Community reviews existing roadmap and other project artifacts
4. Solicit requests for any new candidate line items
5. Prioritize line items
6. Assign resources to high priority items and timeframe for completion
7. Map line items across time in road map
8. Obtain final agreement from community (vote)
Aperi Roadmap – DRAFT

High priority candidates for follow-on milestones:

- **SRM**
  - Ganymede Migration
  - Broad SMI-S profile support: host, fabric, switch & NAS profiles
  - Unified Storage support (FC, NAS composite view)
  - SMI-S 1.2
  - CTP Testing Fabric, NAS, and host profiles
  - BIRT Viewer 2.2
  - Discovering iSCSI storage via ISNS
  - Oracle support
  - Framework components
  - CIM based provider tool
  - Run Aperi agent inside a VM
  - Solaris enablement

- **SAN Simulator**
  - Indication Support (Event and lifecycle)
  - Server infrastructure to support performance profile
  - Block Server Performance support for IBM DS6K and DS8K
  - What-if-analysis using BSP simulation

- **LIC & SSO RIM1 (2Q08)**
  - Publish External Architecture Document
  - Publish External Schema Specification for Launch Descriptor Files
  - Publish External Specification for APIs and Inter-application data exchange

- **LIC & SSO RIM2 (3Q08)**
  - Develop working prototype of Aperi SRM/sample application using SSO & LIC
  - Develop Unit Test Framework

- **SRM RIM4.x (2Q08)**
  - Discover and manage Linux HA cluster

- **SRM RIM5 (1Q09)**
  - Integrate LIC Framework into Aperi
  - Integrate Framework with one Management Application
  - Remove dependency on JavaHelp
  - User Guide / Helps
  - Full IDVT and Regression Test
Aperi Downloads by Country

- United States: 685
- Germany: 53
- China: 53
- India: 53
- United Kingdom: 53
- Canada: 53
- Malaysia: 53
- Macedonia: 53
- Russian Federation: 53
- Netherlands: 53
- Other countries: 53

01/31/08 2115 downloads / 62 countries

- 51 Countries with 40 or less downloads: Australia, France, Italy, Israel, Republic of Korea, Japan, Indonesia, Taiwan, Turkey, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland, Hungary, Australia, Belgium, Hong Kong, Mexico, Tunisia, Sweden, Thailand, South Africa, Norway, Spain, Bulgaria, Denmark, Greece, Lithuania, Poland, Finland, Ukraine, Romania, Ghana, Czech Republic, Venezuela, Philippines, Albania, Pakistan, Colombia, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Cyprus, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Peru, Morocco, Slovenia, Uruguay